BEST PRACTICES FOR ANC RSM
FOR THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS, ALWAYS FOLLOW 4 SIMPLE RULES.

1. ENSURE DEVICE IS POSITIONED WITH THE ORANGE BUTTON FACING UP FOR BEST WATER DRAINAGE.

2. FOR BEST VOICE QUALITY, ENSURE THE MIC IS CLOSEST TO THE MOUTH WHEN CONVERSING.
3. Always shake the device to remove water before talking.

4. Always close the dust cap after use.
   - Wash or remove jack of foreign material before use.
   - Applicable to Nexus and 3.5mm jack.
RADIO PROFILE CONFIGURATION ENHANCEMENT

Improve communication intelligibility with two settings on Audio Profile via CPS (Customer Programming Software) changes as below:

• Enable the Audio Profile environment to “LOUD” for better loudness especially in high noise environments.
• Boost the Receive Treble Frequency to add crispness to speaker signal for better intelligibility.
• Recommended for Nexus based accessories especially for mask with breathing apparatus.
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